
  

 

®

 9 Eliminates up to 99.9% of germs, viruses and bacteria on  
virtually any cell phone or hand-held personal device!

 9 Extra-large sanitizing chamber accommodates all types of cell 
phones. As long as the device is smaller than 6½ x 4 x 1 in  
(16.5 x 10.2 x 2.5 cm), it will fit into the CellBlaster.

 9 Also sanitizes iPods, MP3 players, Bluetooth headsets,  
earbuds and much more! 

 9 Ultra-powerful UV tube and super-reflective scanning bed  
ensure faster, more complete sanitizing than competitive units!

 9 Allows charging of device while sanitizing 

 9 Built-in bracket allows cell phone to be mounted on case 
cover for easy viewing

 9 Compact, lightweight design is ideal for home,  
office or travel

    Three quick and easy steps:
 1. Insert device 
 2. Close cover 
 3. Sanitizing begins automatically… 
     and finishes in just 30 seconds! 

When kept in pockets, handbags and  
briefcases, cell phones and other hand-held  
personal devices retain moisture and warmth,  
becoming a breeding ground for disease-causing  
germs, bacteria and viruses. In fact, the average cell 
phone contains more germs than a typical toilet seat!

Even people who never share their cell phones with  
others are at risk. Whenever they use a public rest room, 
touch a door knob in a public building or even simply 
shake hands, it is likely that germs will be transferred  
to their hand. These pathogens can then be easily  
transferred to their cell phone, where they can breed 
and spread even further.

That’s why we developed the CellBlaster ® UV Cell 
Phone Sanitizer. It uses powerful germicidal (254 nm) 
ultraviolet light to “blast away” germs, bacteria and 
viruses  — in just 30 seconds!

Blast Away
Germs at the 

Speed of Light!

 The World’s  
First Universal  

Cell Phone 
Sanitizer!

U.S. Patent No. 8,481,970; Foreign Patents Pending



CellBlaster® Leading 
Competitor

Eliminates up to 99.9% of germs, bacteria  
and viruses on cell phones

Sanitizes in only 30 seconds

Accommodates smaller flat phones

Accommodates larger flat phones, such as the  
iPhone 5 and Samsung Galaxy  

Accommodates flip phones  

Accommodates slider phones

Accommodates cell phones with their cover attached  

Allows charging of cell phones while sanitizing  

CellBlaster® vs. Leading Competitor

Methicillin-Resistant  
Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA)

Home

Doctor’s office/
health care 
facilities

Hotel 
rooms

Most Cell Phones Are  
Contaminated With BacteriaInfluenza Virus

The average cell phone contains more germs than a typical  toilet seat!



“According to Dr. Charles Gerba of the University of Arizona, flip phones have more germs because they don’t dry out 
as well as other phones, leading to moisture, which tends to hold more germs.”

– CBS News, 
The Morning Show

“While older flip phones have more nooks and crannies for bacteria to hide in, the flat screens of modern smartphones 
are not immune to bacteria. Studies…have found colonies of streptococcus, staphylococcus and diphtheroids on 
people’s cell phones. And there’s even been one reported case of a person contracting an MRSA (Methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus) infection – a so-called flesh-eating bug – from a phone.”   

– Susan Baxter, 
Tech Media Network

“When people were asked which they thought was dirtier — the sole of their shoe, a toilet seat or a cell phone —  
the answer was overwhelmingly the toilet seat. But they were wrong — your cell phone is filthier.”

 – ABC News/Good Morning America

Product Specifications:
Product number: CB-4000A 

Light source: 4½ in (11.4 cm),  
4-watt, short-wave UV (254 nm)  
germicidal tube

Case dimensions: (L x W x H)  
9.5 x 5 x 2 in (24 x 12.7 x 5.1 cm)

Inner scanning bed: (L x W x H)  
6.5 x 4 x 1 in (16.5 x 10.2 x 2.5 cm)

Weight: 0.9 lb (0.4 kg)

Power supply: 120 VAC (also  
available in 230V, 240V and 100V  
versions)

“Some things we think are personal are actually more public than we imagine. Bacteria and other infectious 
agents on a phone can cause flu, pinkeye or diarrhea… People are just as likely to get sick from their phones as 
from handles of the bathroom.”

 – Dr. Jeffery Cain,
President of the American Academy of Family Physicians 

Hotel 
rooms

Adjustable bracket 
for easy viewing of 
cell phone

Sanitizes 
Automatically  

in Just
30 Seconds!
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Need Help?

Call Toll-Free:
1-800-274-8888

(Outside the U.S. and Canada: 516-333-4840)

Fax Toll-Free:
1-800-491-6868 

(Outside the U.S. and Canada: 516-333-4859)

Website
www.cellblaster.net

To learn more, scan the  
QR code to view video

Follow us on

at CellBlaster


